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Grain Growth of Aluminium Sheets during Strain-Annealing 

Process in Temperature-Gradient Furnace 

Kohsuke T AGASHlRA， Masachika MASUDA' and kazuyuki KIKUCHl 

Abstract 

Grain growth behaviours in strain-annealing for commercial aluminium have been investigated in relation to 

the process parameters such as pre-annealing temperature (380 -600"C)， strain ( 0 -7 %) and inserting veloc-

ity into the temperature-gradient furnace (1.88 -40mm/h). The results are as follows: (1) The growth modes 

have been determined on the strain-inserting velocity diagrams. According to these diagrams， the upper critical 

velocity for single-crystal growth mode has increased with strain. Bi-crystal growth mode has been occurred 

under the conditions of high strain and low inserting velocity. Whereas many fine matrix grains were re 

mained within growing single crystals as island grains under both low strain and high velocity conditions 

121 'It has been made clear that grain boudary energy should play an important role for driving force for 

bondary migration as much as strain energy. (3) Orientations of growing grains have been always near 

(100) [011]， bei時 unaffectedby strain and inserting veloc町 Inthe temperature-constant furnace， hewever， 

these have been much 【lispersedfrom (100) [011] except unstrained specimens. (4) Both the temperature at 

the growing front of single cyrstal and the number of island grains have decreased with an increase in strain. 

1. Introduction 

Strain-annealing process in metallic materials is a series of treatment that stable fine matrix 

polycrystalline are strained by less than 10% and then annealed at reasonable temperature. This 

process is quite different from the ordinal annealing process for the heavily cold-rolled metal 

sheets， because during annealing stage the appearences of nuclei at grain boundaries， within grains 

or near surface layers are not usually occurred but do only the normal growth， or the abnormal 

one at times， of matrix grains by strain.induced grain boundary migration. So this is sometimes 

1)‘ 2) adopted to obtain large single crystals of metals or alloys" ."1 . On such an occasion， the methods 

that specimens deformed in a few per cent are inserted into temperature-gradient furnace at very 

low uniform velocity is adopted in spite of being kept inside the box-annealing furnace 

The technique in order to obtain single crystals by this process seems to be easy at first sight， 

but the optimum conditions or the behaviour of single crystal growth have not been necessarily 

discussed clearly and sys印刷tically.For example， it is well known that (110) [001] oriented 

grains grow abnormally at the sacrefice of other oriented grains when commercial purity Fe-3. 25%Si 

* Graduate student， Present adress; Musashi Works of Hitachi Ltd， Tokyo 
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alloy sheets are strained to a few per cent and then且日目ぞaled.For thc answer to the qlleoきtionwhy 

only the selcctive oriented grains grow on this process， the interpretation by Dunn ancl Nonkenli 

has been regardcd as reasonable that grain bOllndaries can uSllally m(wc by 日](、ans()f strain cner 

gy cliffercncc betwccn two adjacent grains (strain-inclucecl日rainboundary 日11立ration)and that 

some of the matrix grains having prefcrred orientation may happen to bc low rcsidual strain state 

ancl耳rowby absorbing acljacent fine matrix grains which are highゼrstra1日 日tate.A日日instthesゼ ex

.1)日}
planation， one of the authors" ..，. has suggested about str乱inannealingin Fc Si alloys having 

several kinds of impurity levels that the driving energy for grain growth might not always depend 

upon the clifference of residual strain energy. The、yalso suggested that the contribution of耳ra1l1

bounclary energy ShOllld not be neglected呂ndthat the tεxture formation during strain anncaling 

may be causcd by thぞ behaviollrof dissolution and diffusion of impurities in large angle grain 

bOllndaries 

In this paper， the behaviours of耳raingrowth in strain-annealing have bcen stuclied in relation 

to process parameters for commercial purity alllminium 

2. Experimental Procedures 

Materials used here are commercial-Pllrity alllminillm sheets of 1. 2mm thickness which have bcen 

cold rolled by 70% in thickncss. The chemical compositions are shown in Table 1 

Al Ti 

Bal. 0.02 

Table 1 Chemical compositions 01 specimen (wt%) 

These were Cllt to the rectan耳lesheets as the size of 15mm width. 125mm length and 1， 2mm thick-

ness. Longitudinal direction of these specimens were to be as same as cold rollin耳 direction.These 

were annealed in vaCCllum (2.7 X 10-:1 Pa) for 2h at the temperatllre from 380 to 6000C _ This heat 

treatment will be callεd as "pre-annealin耳"from now on. Then they were deformed in strain ran耳f

from 0 to 7 % by Instron type tensile machine at the speed of 0.33mm/s and annealed again (secon-

dary heat treatment) in either the constant-temperature fllrnace (for 2h at 630oC) 01' the tempera-

ture-gradicnt furnace (maximum temperature: 630oC). These secondary heat treatments were also 

carried out in vaccuum (2，7 X 10 :1 P昌).

The呂pparatusincludingthe temperature-gradient furnacc、isthc、similaronc which was d巴signed

in orcler to make Fe-Si single cry日talsby one of thc authors(;:.7i. The cliffercnt point for both 
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apparatus is that the present one is able to be varicd temperature.gradient by sliding the water 

cooling jacket in the vertical combustion tube. At the present experienc仏 thetemperature耳radient

has been settled as 150oC/cm at the point of 5500C in the furnace without any specimens (maximum 

temperature: 630oC). Inserting velocity of the specimens into the furnace were selected from 1.88 to 

40mm/h 

Textures after pre.annealing were determinゼd by the X-ray diffraction method (Co-Kα， 

30k V， 10mA). The optical gonio. microscopy were used in order to measure orientations of grown 

grains after seconclary heat treatment 

3. Experimental results and discussions 

3. 1 Pre-annealing structure 

RO  RO  

Fig. 1 Polc figllres of matrix strllcture showing contollrs of eqllal pole density. 
Annealed for 2h at 400oC. (a) (1α1) pole figllre， (b) (111) pole figure. 
RD: rolling and tensile direction. 

Mean耳rainsizes in matrix structures after pre.annealecl for 2h at 380 to 5700C were almost same 

of 45 to 50μ111. For hi耳hertemperature than 5900C . however. abnormally grown grains wcrc 

。bservedin matrix. hcnce mean宮rainsizes increased abruptly. Matrix texture formed by pre 

annealin耳 at4000C is shown in Fi月Itis really same as primary recrystallization tcxture of 

heavily cold rolled aluminium sheets. Some of the preferred orientations of matrix structure arc 

(110) (111)， (110) (112)， (112) (111) and (456) (121) Although recrystallizatio日 texturesof the 

speClmen日 prc.anm'aledat 5000C and 55CfC are not shown herc. they are similar to onぞ annealedat 

400oC. (100) [011J orientation and its near ones were not so strongly detectecl by thc X--ray clif 

fraction methocl. but these existences were often certificatecl by the optical microscopic obscrvation 

as shown in Fig. 2 
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A
 Fig. 2 Matrix structure after pre-annealing 
for 2h at 550'C. Coarse (100) (Ol1J 
grain can be distinguished by ori-
entation etch-pits pattern. 
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Fig. 3 Relationship between strain and grain 
size. Secondarily annealed for 2h at 
630'C in the' temperature-constant 
furnace after pre-annealed a t various 
temperatures and strained. 

rized in atmospheric air 

3.2 Grain Growth in Constant-temperature 

Furnace 

Mean grain sizes of the specimens which were 

pre-annealed for 2h at 400， 500 and 550oC， strained 

to 0 to 5 % in tension and then carried out secon-

dary heat treatment in the constant temperature fur-

nace are presented in Fig. 3 . According to this fi-

gures， grain sizes are always largest on the speci 

mens which were not strained after pre-annealing 

and these decreased with an increase in strain. It 

may be thought that the generation frequency of 

coarsening grains (seed grains) in matrix structure 

increased with strain， This phenomenon is complete-

Iy different from grain growth in Fe-3. 25%Si 

sheets8J， In the case of Fe-Si alloys which were mol 

ten in vaccuum， the grains after strain-annealing 

• 
process in constant-temperature furnace were gener 

ally coarsened within the strain range of 0 to 4 % 1) 

It can be applied therefore to guess the optimum 

condition to obtain large single crystals in the 

temperature-gradient furnace. Similar tendency has 

been acknowledged on the commercial purity Fe-Si 

sheets9) ， But Matsumura and Kamada 10) reported 
10) 

that seed grains were unable to grow on strain-

annealing process in such a low strain level as a few 

percent when starting from Fe-3. 25%Si decarbu 

(100) pole figures for specimens pre-annealed at 550'C， strained to 0 ， 3 and 5 % in tension and 

then annealed again at 6300C were indicated in Figures 4 (a)， (b) and (c) respectively_ For un今

strained specimens the orientations of growing grains are almost near (100) [011]， but it become 

apparently dispersed from (100) [011] by strain ratio， This tendency were basically similar to 

other pre-annealing temperatures (400 and 500'C)， The dispersion from (100) [011] orientation for 

unstrained specimens has turned narrower with an increase in pre-annealing temperature 
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(100) pole figures. pre-annealed for 2h at 500oC， strained to (a) 0%， (b) 3% and 
(c) 5% and then annealed for 2h at 6300C in the temperature-constant furnace. 
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Fig.4 

Grain Growth in the Temperature-Gradient Furnace 

Macroscopic structures of specimens annealed in the 

These temperature-gradient furnace are shown in Fig. 5 

specimens were inserted into the furnace at lOmm/h after 

being pre-annealed at 4000C and then deformed to several 

kinds of strain ratio. It is observed on the specimens 

strained to 0 ， 1 and 2.5% that only one grain， sd called， 

3.3 

single crystal is growing from the tip of specimen (higher 

Fig. 5 Growing grains by strain-annea-
ling process in the temperatllre-
gradient fllrnace at the inserting 
velocity of 10 mm/h. Pre-annealed 
for 2h at 4000C and then strained 
to (a) 0%， (b) 1%， (c) 2.5%， 
(d) 3.5%， (e) 4% and (f) 5%. 

Left-hand of specimens is low 
temperatllre side. 

taneously growing parallel to the longitudinal direction of specimens (bi-crystals). At the strain of 

temperature side) to matrix (lower temperature side). On 

undeformed specimens， however， a lot of fine matrix 

grains (seen as bright spots in Fig. 5 (a) ) are remained 

strain ratio of 3.5 and 4 %， a few seed grains are simul-

as island grains within single crystal (dark area). At the 

(f) 

5 %， progress of seed grains to the longitudinal direction seems to be restrained， therefore the 

growth mode became in polycrystalline司Itmay be also pointed out from these photographs that the 

growing front of single crystal， which is just the boundary between single crystal and its adjacent 

matrix grains， has changed its position from higher temperature side to lower one with an increase 

in strain of less than 2.5%. It will be referred at next paragraph 

As mentioned above， lots of matrix grains have been unabsorbed and remained as island grains 

within growing single crystals in thεcase of extra-low strain ratio. Its macroscopic structure is 

6 . The proportion of single-crystallized grain growth S (total length of single 
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crystallized part per unit width in transverse 

direction of specimen) is also shown as function 

of distance x along longitudinal direction in Fig. 

7 . lncidentally the relationship between strain 

and gradient G dS/dx at the 50% single 

Fig. 6 Fine island grains (Iight) remained in 
single crystal (dark). Pre-annealed at 

crystallized location are shown in Fig. 8 for 

specimens pre-annealed at 4000C and inserted 

into the furnace at 5 mm/h 

ludging from the macroscopic observations， 

G~values have been always more than 9.0 for 

ポ胞p
c g 
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さ SO
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" と、
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h 
c 
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0 

4000C， strained to 1% and then inserted 
into the temperture-gradient furnace at 
the velocity of 2ふnm/h.

o 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 

single crystals excluding island grains. while 

the G~values have been less than 6.0 for impe下

fect single crystals containing much island 

grains. ln the case of G~values between 6.0 and 

9.0， appearences of single crystal growth are 

not always corresponding to the G~value. G 

values tend to rise in proportion to strain. It 

Disfance (mm) may be supported by the fact that driving force 

Fig. 7 Relationship between distance (x) and for migration of single crystal front should be 
Single-crystallized proportion (S) 
related to Fig.6. increased with strain ratio. Though the insert-

ing velocities into the furnace are not particularly entered in Fi只 8守 thehigher the inserting 

velocity the less the G~value for the same strain ratio 

The growth modes after secondary heat treatment are arranged by relating to strain ratio and 

inserting velocity as shown in Figures 9 (a)， (b) and (c) for three kinds of pre-annealing tempera-

ture. ln these figures， single crystal mode (marked by ・)is corresponding to G~value being more 

than 9.0， while inperfect single crystal mode containing lots of fine island grains (marked by 0 ) 

are corresponding to G~values of 3.5 to 6. O. The area surrounded by two dashed lines and the co 

ordinate axis are conformed with the condition to obtain single crystals without any island grains 

Upper critical inserting velocity for the growth mode of complete single crystals have become in 

creased with an increase in strain ratio having no connection with pre-annealing temperature. lt 

should be supposed that driving force for boundary migration in unstrained specimens may be 

chiefly dependent on only grain boundary energy. On the other hand. as increasing strain ratio the 

effect of strain energy due to dislocdtion introduced within fine matrix grains by deformation must 
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be added to the effect of grain boundary energy 

U nder the strain being more than 4.5%. growth 

mode has changed to polycrystalline mode (marked 

b)ァロ)except in specimens pre-annealed at 5500C 

and then inserted at extra-low inserting velocity. 

It might be caused by an increase in the genera-

tion freq uency of seed grains in matrix structure 

Grain boundary migration may be generally cx" 

pressed by the rate equation. 

V = M X P. ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・(11

0 23  
4 where M is the boundary mobility and P is the 

5train ("!O) 

Fig.8 Relationship between log G (=dS/dx 
at 50% single-crystallization) and 
strain. 
S: total length of single-crystallized 
part per unit width in transverse 
direction of specimen. x :distance. 

driving force. 

M is expected in some way to depend on the 

structure of grain boundary. temperature and im 

purity level but not on the driving force. If the 

matrix grain structurεfor strain annealing process is quite stable， M may be constant for a given 

temperature. If so， V must depend on P for high purity specimens. Disregarding the effects of im-

purities， M and P are given byア theequations， 

M 二 A exp(-Q( () )/kT) …...・ H ・..………...・ H ・..…………・ー………………………...・ H ・.(2)

P = (Yb/R) 十 μb2ムNd十 (ムYs/t)……………………...・ H ・......……...・ H ・..……...・ H ・-・・(3)

Here T is the absolute temperature， Q (θ) is the activation energy for grain boundary migration 

depending on the misfit angle () (orientation difference) of the moving boundary， and A is contant 

being independent of temperature， Yb is the grain boundary energy， μis sheat modulus， b is 

Burgers' vector of dislocation ムNdis dislocation density difference between growing single crys-

tal and each matrix grains and also Ys is surface energy difference between them. Third term of 

right hand side in Eq. (3) may be negligible when specimen thickness t is remarkably large as com-

pared with average matrix grain size R. Orientation differences between single crystal and matrix 

grain are considered to be not so varied with each matrix grain， hence V may be decided by P 

rather than M. For the present specimens， R， μ， b and t are about 5 X 10-5 m， 2.5 X 1010 N/m2， 

the order of 3 X 10 --]0 m and 1.2 X 10 -3 m， respectively. A verage value of grain boundary energy 

should be approximately 2.5 X 10 -] mJ / m2守 1]).If dislocation density difference could be estimated 

as 105 and 2 X 106 /mm2 coresponding to strain ratio of 0 and 5 % 11)， then values of V should be 

5.2 X 102 X M and 9.5 X 102 X M (m/s)， respectively. Comparing these v争lueswith the upper 
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dashed line in Fig. 9， M should be calcu 

lated as 1. 4X10~9 m4/ J.s. 

Dunn and Walter12) calculated M values 

for high.purity aluminium on account of the 

experimental results about normal grain 

According growth by Beck and Sperryl3) 

to their caliculation， M was 2 X 10 -10 m 4 /J.s 

for the strong matrix texture case， while M 

was 2 X 1O ~9 m4/J.s for the weak matrix 
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texture case. These values are similar to 

the above our values. Though there are 

still remained some questions against the 

estimation for dislocation density difference 

and other， grain boundary energy should 

play an important role for the driving force 

of boundary migration as much as strain 

energy in the present specimens 

was 

almost same about 50μm which is indeperト

slze gralll matrix average The 

dent of pre.annealing temperature as men. 

tioned in 3.1. It is curious that the range 

of complete single crystal mode have be. 

come wider as shown in Fig. 9 with pre. 

annealing temperature in spite of similar 

matrix grain size. But size of (100) grains 

which have been rarely observed in pre. 

annealed structures are at least twice the 

grains as de-mean diameter of matrix 

scribed in Fig. 2 . Orientations of these 

coarse matrix grain were ascertained to be 
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almost near (100) [011J as a result of accu 

rate measurement of micro-orientation etch宇

pits. If the dislocation density in fine mat-

Fig. 9 Growth modes related to strain and inserting-
velocity into the temperature-gradient furnace. 
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rix grains should be supposed to be higher than in coarse ones after low plastic strain ratio. it 

may be understood that only a few (100) coarse grain of low strain energy level will be able to be 

grown selectively to single crystal by absorbing other oriented fine matrix grains_ Agreement on 

the relation of grain size to strain ratio between two different kinds of secondary heat treatment 

could not be found so much 
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Fig. 10 Inverse pole figures of grown 
grains under the foJlowing pre-
annealing temperatures and 
strams. 
(a) 4(XtC. 2%. (b) 400oC. 3%. 
(d) 550oC. 3%. (e) 550oC. 5%. 

Left; plane normals. 
Right; tensile directions 

In the case of pre-annealing temperature at 550oC. high 

quality single crystals have been grown even under the 

conditions of higher strain ratio of 5 to 7 % and extra-low 

inserting velocity (1. 88mm /h). It should be assumed from 

these results that dislocation density in matrix grains 

which were just going to be absorbed by the growing 

grains in temperature-gradient furnace might become lower 

by no means of recrystallization but recovery in the con-

sequence of extra-low inserting velocity. then coarse matrix 

grains which ought to be essentially activated to grow 

themselves to polycrystalline mode might have been grown 

to single crystal mode by each containment phenomenon 

Orientations of grown grains by strain-annealing are 

shown in Fig. 10 for several combinations of strain and in-

serti昭 velocity.These are almost 町 ar(100) [011J having 

no connection with pre-annealing temperatures and strains 

These (100) oriented grains must have been some of the 

matrix grains and grown preferrencially by absorbing the 

other oriented matrix fine grains. But it is unexplained yet 

whether this phenomenon may be similar to the case of 

(110) [OOlJ grains grown duri時 strainanneali時 stageof 

Fe-3.25%Si alloys or not. These are quite different from 

the results in the temperature-constant furnace that orientations have been much dispersed from 

(100) [Ol1J with the increase of strain ratio as mentioned above paragraph. It is' interesting that 

crystallographic indices of migrating directions are limited to町 ar[Ol1J. It is quite different from 

the case of solidification of aluminium in which growing directions parallel to columner structure 

are (100) 14) . On the other hand. by studies on the directional solidification of aluminium alloys. 

such as AI-CuAI. AI-AbNi etc.. growing direction was ge肘 rally[Ol1J 151 .161 • and it is of the 
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samc as the direction of preferrcd migration in thc prescnt strain-annealing expcrience. But 

whcthcrεxact growth mechanism of both cases are similar or not are still unknown 

3.4 Effects of Strain Ratios and Impurities on Temperature at Growing Front of 

Single Crystal 

<...> 600一
如

主500
0 
k 

~ 400 
トζ

O 
321012345678910  

Disfance (mm) 

As mentioned in the above pa 

ragraph (3.3)， the higher the 

strall1 r社tlO町 thclower the temper 

aturc at the 1りcationof growing 

front of sin耳lccrystal， that is. the 

bOllndary bet札印ngrowing single 

crystal and malrix grains. Besicles 

the日lOrpholoばyof these growing 

front is not in straight but in zig 
Fig. 11 Temperature distribution curve on the semi-infinite length 

spccimen in the temperature-gradient furnace (in vaccuum). zag 
The growing front positions of single crystals are shown 

Temperature distribution 

by arrows for each strain from 0 to 4%、 品longthe longitl1clinal clirεction of 

specimen being rcgarclccl as simi-infinitεlength is indicatecl in Fi日 11for thc presじnttcmpcrature 

graclicnt furnace (in vaccuum). J udgin日fromboth the experimental rcslllts and this fi耳l1rc.actllal 

temperaturc at growln日frontmay bc cstimatt:cl to bc 600， 585， 560， 515 and 49(fC for the spcci. 

mens which wcrじ prc.anncalt、clal 55(fC ancl strained in 0‘ l‘ 2‘ 3 and 4 % respectively and 

then inscrted into the fl1rnace at the velocity of 10mm/h. In the spccilllcns cldormecl in lcss than I 

% the locatioll of growing front was defined as a 50% single-crystallizecl location because of bcin耳

llnable to mcasurc accurate location cll1e to lhc existellce of many un社bsorbedmatrix記ra][ls

Thc rea日onwhy the location of growin耳目inglccryst昌1fronl in thc tcmperalllrc-gradic、ntf llrlla仁じ

is switchcd to lower temperatl1re sicle by strain might be considered to bむ ducto a日ll1crcaseIII 

drivin耳 forceby strain energy呂ndintεr昌ctlOnsbetween impurity atoms and dislocation. It is wcll 

known lh昌tlmpl1nly atoms亡xistingin compollncls such as sl1lfides， nitrides. carbicle，εtc.， are 

cffective to distllrb the recovery of both strain ancl thc grain bOllnclary migration. These impuritie日

are usually dfective to recovery and recrystallization only l1ncler a certain lcmperalure as clar 

ifiecl by Tagashira et al.") ， that is the same as clissol ving temp亡ratl1rcof their compouncls. In the 

present aluminil1m specimens， howev己I¥restralnttcnlperatulむ forgrain日rowthclccreasecl with 

stra][l. 

So the role of impurity atoms does not play as compol1nds but probably as solid solutions. If lat 

tice diffl1sion of impurity抗omsin Al such asじ11.Si， may be aided by uメingthc dislocations as 
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high diffllSivity paths_ These atollls lllay be able to diffllse easily frOlll lllatrix grains (lower 

telllperatllre siclc) to日inglccryst昌1(higher telllperatllre sidε)_ Dllring this process. illlpllrity atollls 

m江ystay tClllpor乱lilyalo日日 thebOllndary betwc巳nsingle crystal and its adjacent lllatrix grains. 

bllt next instance they lllay be cliff日seinto singlc crystal as sllbstitlltional atollls by llleans of 

vacancies therllloeqllilibrilllllly generatecl insicle the singlc crystaL ThllS bOllndary llli耳ratlOnlllay 

be promotecl by the releasc frolll illlpurity inhibitions_ It ShOlllcl be more consiclerecl in details 

4. Conclusion 

The effects of prc-annealin耳 tClllperatllres.strain ratios and specimen inserting velocities into 

ternperatllre-graclient fllrnace on the strain-annealing behaviOllr has been stlldied in comrnercial 

pllrity alllminill日L The following reslllts have been obtainecl. 

(ll growth rnocles ha¥ic bcen clcterrninecl on the cliagrarn of strain and specimen inscrting velocity 

Accorcling to thcsc cliagrarns. llpper critical velocity for single crystal rnode has increasecl 

with a日 incrcascin strain_ It may be estimatecl that grain bOllnclary energy ShOlllcl play an im 

portant rolc for the driving force of bOllndary migration as rnllch as strain energy 

121 Orientations of grown grains by strain-annealing have been always near (100) [011J being no 

affected by strain and inserting velocity_ Whereas in the reslllts of strain-annealing in the 

ternperatllre-constant furnacc these have bcen mllch dispersed from (100) [011J excepting lln守

cleformecl specimens 

(3) As the pre-anneali口氏 temperatllrewas raisecl. the conclition for sin耳lecrystal growth lllocle 

日preacled on the strain-inscrting velocity diagrarn_ After all. for preannealing at higher 

temperatllre SlI1区lecrystals exclll【lingany island grains cOllld bc grown even at rapid insert-

1I1耳 velocityill thc rc日iOllof hi只herstrain and extra-low inserting velocity 

i 4) Mode for poor quality single crystals containing lots of island grains was obtainecl uncler the 

conclitions of lowrr strain and highcr inserting velocity. while bi-crystal mode was gcnerally 

done lIndn higher strain and lower inserting vclocity 

i 5 1 Both the tcmpcratnrc at thc front of growing single crystal ancl the rnllmber ()f remained fine 

islancl日rainswithin sin日lecrystal wcre clecreased by strain_ It has not been obscrved in 

stralI1-a日n('社lin日proccsson Fc-:3. 25%Si alloy including certain kinds of impllritics 
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